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IT Certifications Revisited: 

A Closer Look at the Real Meaning of IT Certifications 

Abstract 

Individuals and enterprises spend literally billions of dollars each year on training 

and testing that is primarily for the purpose of acquiring professional certifications. 

We ask, what's actually in it for the individuals and the enterprises? 

 

WHAT IS CERTIFICATION? 

The meaning and value of certifications are widely misunderstood. One reseller of certification 

tests and practice quizzes boldly states, "Professional certification is a process by which a person 

develops the knowledge, experience, and skills to perform a specific job." i This is utterly wrong.   

 

Certification is a procedure by which an agency assesses an individual's knowledge in a certain 

area, usually by requiring that the individual pass an online multiple-choice test, and avers to 

their knowledge based on the results. ii Rarely -- for example, with some CompTIA, Cisco and 

RedHat certifications -- the procedure also includes some observed performance of tasks. Even 

more rarely, one must have some amount of "verified experience" working in the field to gain a 

certification. But certification is not usually a process that "develops the knowledge, experience, 

and skills to perform a specific job," but is rather a process that develops the knowledge, 

experience, and skills to pass a certain test. 

 

Certifications, by the way, should not be confused with certificates. Some think of a certificate as 

a lightweight quasi-degree from an institution of higher education or recognized provider of 

training and/or education, but certificates may be offered by any enterprise that cares to put ink 

to paper. To further confuse matters, even top notch universities are now issuing certificates for 

which there are no institutional or programmatic accreditation.iii Certificates merely state that an 

individual has completed some course of study, perhaps a single, brief course. In any case, 

certificates are not the same thing as certifications. 

 

There are literally hundreds of certifications available iv, and if one counts "certificate programs," 

the number reaches into the thousands.v  

 

We'll focus on certifications. The concept of certification seems sound enough. That one can 

provide correct answers at an established rate from an established bank of questions in a 
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manner that is statistically consistent would seem to suggest that one knows the same things as 

others who pass the same test.  

 

So that is exactly what the industry claims: that common sense dictates that those with 

certifications know things. And that is the extent of their assertion. 

 

A typical industry white paper from an enterprise which is selling training intended to prepare 

the student to pass certification tests tells us, "Obtaining a professional certification is an 

indication that you're an expert. It's proof to employers, peers and even yourself that you speak 

and think in a specific language. It comes with the expectation that co-workers and decision-

makers will call on you for advice and insight. Your experience and expertise will be key to a 

business' growth in the face of internal and external changes." vi How careful is the language! 

The certification is "an indication" of expertise. The certification is "proof" only that one can 

"speak... a specific language." The certification may cause colleagues to "call on you for advice," 

but offers no assurances as to whether you'll be able to provide such advice. The certification 

means that you "will be key" to the business -- an unmeasurable standard, and a meaningless 

statement. 

 

Pearson VUE, one of the two monsters of the certification testing industry, pushes certification 

not because they can prove it means something, but because it might mean something. They 

say, "Certifications can have a direct effect on hiring decisions, customer satisfaction, sales 

opportunities, salaries and regulation of ethical practices." They argue in favor of certification 

because certifications can affect the behavior of decision-makers.vii  

 

Perhaps the loudest and most important claim of the certification industry is that those with 

certifications earn more than those without. While it is difficult to find evidence from unbiased 

sources to prove or disprove this claim, it seems to be true. Many surveys and much anecdotal 

evidence support the case. One study from an arguably disinterested source stated, "In career 

fields that value certifications, they [certifications] carry a significant salary premium (as much 

as 18% in our sample)."viii In many professions, including information technology, those with 

certain certifications do seem to earn more money than those without. This may be wholly or 

partially explained by the fact that those with certifications tend to be older and have more 

professional experience than those without, but it is still true. While 18% seems high, the notion 

is at least credible. 

 

Yet as certifications have become more commonplace, they have, ironically, come to mean less 

and less. Again, those who are selling training that is intended to prepare the student to pass 

certification tests tell us, "In terms of standing out, just one certification may not be enough. 

Globally, IT professionals hold an average of about three certifications apiece." This suggests 

that certifications mean so little that you have to have many before anybody accepts that they 

mean anything at all.ix 

 

WHAT IS COMPETENCE? 

Competence is another thing entirely. "Competency... refers to the skill and knowledge needed 

to successfully complete a task. Those who have competencies are qualified to perform their 

work safely and often with little or no supervision."x  
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We know how people become competent: a combination of experience and training. In the IT 

arena, such training necessarily includes hands on work completing comprehensive, task-

oriented exercises under the watchful eye of a personal facilitator. This, by the way, rules out 

the many e-learning solutions that lack any sort of facilitation. While stand-alone e-learning may 

help sharp, motivated learners to become competent, it does not assure it, while task-oriented, 

in-depth, hands on, facilitated training does. 

 

It is of course possible, although non-trivial, to measure competence. MTCS, a British company 

that offers "training and competence solutions," explains that while they are willing to certify the 

competence of professionals in certain fields, the process of doing so does not involve 

mainstream certification testing at all. It involves (this list is taken verbatim from their website): 

 Observation records, which is someone observing you carrying out an activity (your skill level is also 

being checked). 

 Answering questions, which is an assessment of your knowledge 

 Making or fixing something 

 Supporting written evidence - a report perhaps 

 Witness statements completed by a reliable witness 

 Appraisals completed by Supervisors and Managers 

 Log book pages and Survival and Medical certificates 

 Feedback from your Assessor 

 Photographs 

 Videos xi 

 

The conspicuous absence of conventional certification testing from the process is telling. Despite 

the numerous certifications that exist in their markets, they don't even make passing reference 

to them in describing how they determine competence.   

 

We do not argue that certification has no place in the process of assessing competence. We do 

argue that if one seeks to assess competence, or to identify the competent, certifications are at 

best one of many indicators that must be carefully examined in order to reach a conclusion. 

 

WHAT DO ENTERPRISES NEED? 

Enterprises need competent employees. Hiring managers and human resource departments 

strive to identify prospective employees who will perform well on the job, and they usually wish 

to find rather than develop such employees. That is, when, for example, the Ferd's Sporting 

Goods chain wishes to hire an IT professional to manage all or part of their IT infrastructure, 

they almost always seek to hire someone who can do the job, rather than someone who has to 

learn to do the job. Enterprises seek to hire employees who will perform well on the job. This 

obvious truth is an important one: enterprises do not care about certifications, they care about 

on-the-job performance. If certifications provide compelling evidence that a candidate is more 

likely to perform well on the job -- and only if the certifications do so -- then they have value to 

enterprises.  

 

WHAT DO INDIVIDUALS NEED? 
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Job seekers need knowledge, skills, and evidence of competence. Employees benefit from any 

activity that increases their competence, such as training and on-the-job experience. They all 

benefit if they have credentials that either present compelling evidence of competence or that 

increase their value in the job market. If certifications provide compelling evidence that a 

candidate is more likely to perform well on the job, or if those with certifications consistently are 

paid more than those without, then they have value to individuals. 

 

WHAT DOES CERTIFICATION PROVE OR SUGGEST REGARDING COMPETENCE? 

Astonishingly little. As we discussed above, those who offer certifications go to great lengths to 

avoid making any claims regarding the probable on-the-job performance of those with 

certifications.  

 

This is worth noting: we at SST have no profit motive with regard to the question of whether or 

not there is a correlation between certifications and competence. Our training assures that 

attendees will become competent and thus also will be able to prepare for and pass related 

certification tests. And the evidence suggests that competent folks and certified folks are more 

valuable and get paid more. Nonetheless, we'd like to know if there is actual evidence that those 

with certifications perform better on the job than those without. 

 

It is not as if it would be impossible to prove the case one way or the other. Any institution or 

enterprise that cared to do so could fund a large double-blind study in which the on-the-job 

performance of professionals was independently assessed, then look at the certifications of the 

individuals, and determine if and how certifications were correlated with competence.  

 

We looked for such a study. Starting at the reference desk at a nearby university, we searched 

the WWW, publishers' web sites, and numerous academic sources for work related to our 

question. We looked at hundreds of papers that touched on the issue of professional 

certifications from publishers such as: 

 

 JSTOR (Journal Storage) (https://www.jstor.org/) 

 Elsevier (https://www.elsevier.com/) 

 TandFonline (Taylor and Francis) (https://www.tandfonline.com/) 

 Emerald (http://www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/) 

 De Gruyter (https://www.degruyter.com/) 

 NEJM (https://www.nejm.org/) 

 NIH (https://www.nejm.org/) 

 Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.com/) 

 

We cannot claim to have read every extant paper. Elsevier alone responds to a query for 

"studies on IT certifications" with a list of 51,852 books, journals or webpages. But we looked 

long and hard.  

 

While it is impossible to prove a negative, we feel quite confident when we say this: no studies 

on the correlation of certifications and job performance or competence have been conducted.  
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We also made inquiries to the two largest companies that provide certification testing, asking the 

question, "Are there any studies that indicate that in areas such as IT, employees who have 

passed certification tests are more competent on the job than those who have not?"xii Prometric 

did not respond. Pearson VUE responded by sending statistics that summarized results of a 

surveyxiii of people who took Pearson VUE certification tests. The survey did not address the 

question we asked. The survey responses strongly support the notion that training is a good way 

to improve job performance, advance professionally, and increase income, and suggests that a 

combination of training and certifications is superior to merely training, but is conspicuously 

silent on the question of whether certified professionals outperform non-certified professionals.  

 

Beyond that, what we did find was interesting, but often off-point and largely unconvincing. 

 

We found that there were papers on how such studies could be performed, and on how studies 

that were related to the subject could be refined so as to reveal useful information.xiv 

 

We found that there is evidence that there is a correlation between more rigorous teacher 

certification and job performance. xv 

 

We also found that not everyone agrees that there is a correlation between more rigorous 

teacher certification and job performance. For example, one study suggested that  

new teachers who have certifications are no more or less effective than new teachers who do not 

have certifications.xvi 

 

We found that certification is indeed not the same thing as competence: "Certification means 

qualification. But, having a qualification, by education or training, does not necessarily indicate 

that the person is competent. Competence means successful demonstration of all competencies 

in the qualification topic(s)."xvii 

 

We found papers that suggested that there may be a correlation between "expert ratings and 

certification," but which subsequently stated that such conclusions were "susceptible to 

alternative interpretations due to design constraints." (In other words, they were flawed 

studies.) xviii 

 

We found papers that suggested while certifications "have conceptual and practical appeal, 

evidence of their efficacy is thin and quality assurance is weak."xix 

 

We also found that, as a practical matter, very few certifications matter much in the 

marketplace. An analysis from the research firm Burning Glass Technologies demonstrated that 

in unlicensed fields like IT, barely 9% of job listings asked for even one certification, and of 

those few that did, 66% of the requests are for one of the 50 most popular certifications, and 

75% were for one of the top 100.)xx 

 

We found a lot of ambiguity. For example, a study about nursing certification stated,  

"Supporting literature suggests that certification reflects competence in a specified area of 

practice. Contrary to this belief, competency with certification has not been supported by 

empirical evidence, thus rendering the ideas only assumptions." The study further suggests that 
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"credentials are indicators of what an individual should be able to do, not what that individual 

can or will do."xxi 

 

The closest thing we could find to a claim that certifications of any type had any relationship to 

actual competence on the job came from a 2009 article in the American Journal of Critical Care. 

The authors used hierarchical linear modeling in a secondary data analysis of 48 samples and 

came to the lukewarm conclusion that "Specialty certification and competence of registered 

nurses are related to patients’ safety. Further research on this relationship is needed." This is 

hardly convincing.xxii 

 

Perhaps most important, we found that while there is essentially no evidence that having a 

certification means that one is competent, competent people can always get certified. The most 

important and accurate way to measure competence is by direct observation from experts who 

observe individuals as they successfully complete tasks, which is not required by purveyors of 

most of the popular certifications. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is no compelling or even mildly persuasive evidence that individuals with IT certifications 

perform better on the job than those without such certifications. 

 

Certifications may be a good investment for an individual, especially one fortunate enough to 

have an employer who is willing to provide the time, pay for the courses, and then pay for the 

tests required to acquire certifications. Certifications may help the job seeker get an interview, 

and may qualify them for higher pay. Those with certifications seem to get paid more than those 

without. 

 

Employers who want to assure that they hire employees who are competent are much better 

served by doing a reasonable job of screening candidates, and carefully checking references, 

than by demanding that candidates have certifications. And employers who wish to improve the 

performance of employees are much better served by focusing on training and their own 

assessments of competence than by sending off unsuspecting workers in search of meaningless 

certifications. 

Employers are best served by training for competence, because competence assures both value 

as a contributor in the work environment and the ability to become certified. But the converse is 

not true: certification does not assure competence. That is because rather than undertake 

comprehensive, competence-building training, individuals can undertake so-called "brain dumps" 

which are little more than rote test preparation, and can get certified even with rather large gaps 

in knowledge and experience. There is simply no evidence to the contrary. 

 

Colin Grant 
Chief Education Officer 
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Colin Grant, the CEdO (Chief Education Officer) at Hands On 

Technology Transfer, Inc., has worked in the field of technical 

education for almost 40 years as a technical trainer, programmer, 

course developer, media developer, manager, executive, 

entrepreneur, editor, and author. He welcomes your comments, 

criticism and input. Please contact him 

at Colin.Grant@traininghott.com. 
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